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money back guarantee.Q: Why does 'ls -l' still show extended attributes of files? I have Windows Server
2003 with SP1 installed. This server is not connected to any Active Directory, but I have a default user on

this machine with non-administrative (regular user) access rights. Why does 'ls -l' still show extended
attributes of files? A: By default the ls is set to use the ACLs (Access Control Lists). These ACLs describe

the permissions for a directory. For example, an ACL may look like: groups:S-1-1-0:r-x*r-x--- mask:r-
x------ other_user:r-x------ The groups:S-1-1-0:r-x*r-x--- indicates that the user is a member of the guest
group, which is restricted, allowing them to read the directory. The mask:r-x------ means that all files are
viewable by the user. The other_user:r-x------ means that no other user can read this directory. Extended
attributes can be shown with the -l parameter to ls: ls -l This shows the basic ACL as above, which is not
quite the same as the "extended" ACL (which is listed in the first column below the basic ACL). You can
use the ls parameter -c to show you the extended ACL. As for why, these are a few possibilities: You have

not changed the default for some services, like the file system service and the ls service. For more
information about how to find the process ID for a given service, look here. While you have the

ACL_SIZE_EXCEEDED permission to read the ACLs, they are not visible. There are several permission
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